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[57] ABSTRACT

A hydrodynamic pad including fluid-filled inner and outer

bladders interconnected by fluid channels and configured

such that displacement of fluid from the center of pressure

distribution generated by foot impact radiates from the inner

bladder outwardly to die outer bladder through one or more

of the fluid channels causing the outer bladder to expand to

an expanded condition. The expanded outerbladder seats the

wearer's heel in the hydrodynamic pad, thereby stabilising

the foot of the wearer, and the controlled flow of fluid

through the fluid channels to the outer bladder dissipates the

impact loads, thereby cushioning the wearer's heel. When
the pressure is released from the inner bladder, by lifting the

wearer's heel the expanded outer bladder farces at least a

portion of the displaced fluid to the inner bladder, such that

the hydrodynamic pad is reinitialized.

19 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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SHOE HAVING HYDRQDYNAMK PAD Many prior sole structures or configurations for effecting

cushioning extend over the forefoot and heel of the sole,

TECHNICAL FIELD either as one chamber extending the length of the sole, or as

The preset invention relates to shoes and components a heel chamber ands forefoot Aainber connected bypas-

tfaer^SLe particularly to stabilizing andcSng * ^JT^^ZZ^ffn^^IforAnM receive fluid from the heel chamber and then to force the
systems ror snocs. ^ ^^ hee{ chamber ^ pressure of the forefoot

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION during foot roll and toeoff, too often resulting in instability

, , . ^ „ , beneath the foot. This instability of the sole structure allows
During susta^d activity. ^Wual^ J£™f to pronation oration. Moreover, such devices

jected to large,^™-&^»*^™^^ do not accCnodatr thTdZen. impact forces resulting
generated ma gait cycle. The ground reaction f««sassc- ^ macnt speeds rf ^ activity, eg., running versus
dated witb foot strike while walking are typically between . . . . '!

, . "m
" "

. „™;
oiaang. Thus, while serving to lessen the problems assoa-

one and one^me^at^
atedwtth impact force, these sole configurations do net

impact^£^^^^S

o
" * „ providesuS* stability to the foot,aad^arry to toe

three to four times their body weight, depending upon their

speed. In more dynamic activities, such as aerobics and #

basketball, impact forces as high as frve to six tim« an Recent ccmmerdal canbodimento of shc« cusrnoning

athlete's body weight have been recorded. impact include theuscofagelmtheshoc soles by one

During the gait cycle of a runner, the runner's foot T^^f^^ ^^*Z£^<£
experfences ground reaction forces Airing the heel strike

20 soles by another

S^^h^^phase beginswTte initial contact cerfcun inip^jeustaonmg, n^ stow mat the impact

at^la\^To^pS o^heeU and lasts until the
absorption of su^ device

£sStf^o^ flat
loads considered ondesixably high, particukriy^^ sus-

S^t^^Ktte runner's heel „ ^*J<*%\
Moreover these cotnmeraal embody

texeby begmning tL toe off phase. During the heel
23 have the materialse^ and confined

predates c*aipii^ sm^n^ a^onmiodate different impart f^J™* P^"

late^Kvemeia of thinner's hccltfTeheel is
"Hi of different weight or ruiunng at o^ereiit speeds,

nrt adequately staWlizeATT^ „ Athletic shoes have been designed to arramrnoriate

to stabilize the runner's hed by providing a generally rigid
30

impact loads of faster gaits while maintaining a sufficient

heel cup mat is shaped to snugly receive the runner's heel, combination of stiffness and cushioning to comfortably

However, the heel cups are padded for comfort, and the accommodate impact loads during a slow gait The athletic

padding is compressible. Accordingly, the runner's heel shoes tttflizeflmoVfilled bladders wherein the controlledSow

experiences a degree of lateral movement relative to the heel of fluid between a rearward and forward chamber, as dis-

ctmasthetoxlismovedagainstto cussed in ILS. Pat Nos. 4,934,072 and 5,097,607, provides

is compressed. a cushioning system which clissipates iinpact loads in accor-

Hie ground reaction forces arr**ienced as the runner's dance to an iiidividual niter's weight aiid gait

foot is in contact with tbej^arepa^^ SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION
through a complex natural three-dimensional motion of the m
foot at the subtalar, metatarsal, other joint areas, and the The j*esent invention provides a hydrodyiiamic pad for a

bone. Those areas of focused impact arc gener- shoe which stabilizes and cushions the foot of a wearer;

atty concentrated in the bed and metatarsal regions of the thereby advantageously addressing problems associated

foot. Accordingly, it is desirable to dissipate the impact with prior art costuoniiig obstructs. Trie

forces and to limitjomt motion be 45 of a preferred embodiment ofthe present invention achieves

the foot this smhffiwwg and cushioning by displacement of fluid

Many components and matrriah are known which pro- between an inner bladder and an outer bladder: The inner

vide rashiompg that a***™™** *™t <K**tp«tft ground reaction bladder is adapted to be located in a shoe midsole at the

forces. Irior art shoes have long incorporated a midsole center of pressure chstrmutioo generated by the compression

cxmroosedtf closed ceUviscoelas^ such as ethyM- 50 generated during heel strike.The outer blao^ is configured

nylacetate ("EVA") and^polymeAa^j[
4Tir). EVA and PU to coincide with the bottom periphery of the hed of the

are lightweight and statue foam which possess wearer, and the displacement of the fluid to the outer bladder

viscous and elastic y«*KttML The density ox durometer, Le., causes the outer bladder to expand, thereby seating and

hardness, of EVA and PU can'bTaltered'by adjusting the stabilizing the wearer's hed during heel strike. The fluid

tnamrf^mi^t^m^ degrees of 55 displacement and the seating of the heel on the hydrody-

fMAwmtngT ~ —— namic pad maximizes cushioning and support of the wear-

Vis«)elastK foam midsoles, however, suffer a breakdown er'sheeL

of their resiliency, or elasticity, when subjected to the More specifically, the bydrodynamic pad of a preferred

repetitive cornpressibn resulting from foot impact Thus, the embodiment is far insertion in the midsole of a shoe. The

^i^tifoping provided by the "spring^ of such viscoelastic 60 hydrodynamtc pad includes an inner bladder having an

mf^c^g «c AWm<dM*< nr rirpifrteri twer ror by the repeated anterior portion, a posterior portion, and two longitudinal

oonipcessioQ of wear. side portions extending between the anterior and posterior

A variety of attenuate ttructuxe*. less prone to break- portions. The outer bladder is positioned outwardly from at

down have been derived for cushioning the impact of hed least the longirndinal side ptttt^andmepostericrportton

strike. Many of these include the use of gaseous and/or 65 ofthe innerbladder. Ftatdduumels extend betweenme inner

liquid chambers in the shoe sole. Often these are complex bladder and the outer bladder so as to provide a fluid

and costly, even to the point of being irnra^tctical. pathway therebetween, such that the fluid is movable

03/07/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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between the inner and outer bladders. Upon application of a DETAILED DESCRIPTION OFTHE
compressive force by a wearer's heel to the inner bladder, INVENTION

fi^ is displaced from the iiu^
fc reference to the drawings in detail HG. 2 ilnistrales a

channels to the outer Madder, thereby expanding the outer
nydrodynamic pad 1# in accordance with a preferred

bladder and causing^ <^ to^ *c 5
embodiment of toe present invention. The hydrodynamic

heel. The artex bladder is a re^iU blao^ and &e
padislocatcdm the heel portion 12ofmeimdsole 16of the

expanded outer Madder is capable of forcing at least a
shoc 14 n^dc is sandwiched between a shoe outsoie

portion of the fluid to return to theinaer bladder when at M^ ^ ^^ a^ portion 2t that

least a portion of the compressive force is removed from the .

$ and sized to receive the wearer's foot The
innerbladA^s when^^^^ * 10

hych^aamic pad 10 is positioned in the midsole to be
such as by lifting the heel during Ae toe off phase, the outer

under the heel of me wcarcr-s foot when the shoe is worn.
N«dder forces the fl^ As disusedm greater detail below, the
medisplacedfluidietunis^ ^ unstructeAto dissfrate ground reaction fcrccs transmitted
bladder returns to an initial position,

through the shoe to the wearer's heel during the heel strike

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 15
of the wearer's gait cycle. The hydrodynamic pad It

outer bladder abuts at least the longtowtinal side portions and i5 also constructed to seat the wearer's heel so as to stabilize

posterior portion of the inner bladder. In an alternate ^^ f[0m lateral motion relative to the shoe's upper

embodiment, the hydrodynamic pad includes a multiplicity portion 2# during the heel strike phase and the flat foot

of outer bladders radially spaced away from the anterior phase.

portion, longitudinal side portions, and posterior portion of » ^ byctaxrynamic p*d 1# ^
the inner bladder. ^as a generally teardrop shape that extends fbrwardly reta-

in yet a further alternate mhorthnrnt of the present tive to the midsole 16 (FID. 2) from a wide, rounded rear

invention, a single, continuous outer bladder is spaced away ^ 22 to a narrower rounded front side or apex 24 that

from the anterior portion, longitudinal side portions and points toward the toe of the shoe 14 (FIG. 2) when the

poster&rpcrtionofttein^ hydrodynamic pad 1# is positioned within the midsole. The
bladders are connected by the fluid channels. hydrodynamic pad 16 Is shaped and sized to coincide with

The present invention further provides a method of sta- die shape of the bed and calcaneous bone 4 (FIG. 1) of the

MHTing t¥- ff«* ™hflfr ffiyyjp**'*"g impart farces. Tn a pre- wearer's foot, with the periphery of the rounded rear side 22

ferred embochxnent the method includes the steps of pro- M being sized to extend around the sides and rev periphery of

vidSng the hydrodynamic pad, exerting a compressive force the wearer's hecL The rounded apex 24 is preferably posi-

on the hydrodynamic pad with the heel of the foot and tioned to be under the wearer's foot just forward of the

compressing the inner bladder such that at least a portion of calcaneous bone 4 (FIG. 1>
the fluid in the inner bladder isforced outwardly through the As best seen in FIGS. 2 and 3, the hydrodynamic pad It

fluid channels into the outer bladder, expanding die outer ^ includes an inner bladder 26 that is connected by a plurality

bladderfrom an initial position to an expandedposition, and of ft^d channels 27 to an outer bladder 28 positioned

seating the heel in the outer Madder, mereby stabilizing the outwardly of the inner bladder. The inner and outer bladders

heel of the footApreferred method further includes remov- 2* and 28, respectively, contain a viscous fluid 29 that is

ing the coinpressive force from the inner bladder, contract- movable between the fanpr and outer bladders through the

ing the outer bladder and returning at least a portion of the ^ fluid channels. The inner bladder 26 has an anterior portion

fluidfrom the outer bladder through the fluid channels to the 39, twoR*Dgftpfti"*i ***** portions and a posteriorportion

inner bladder. 34 that are interconnftctedV such that the inner bladder has a

The mechanisms of action aiid advantages of this hydro- shape that generally cocreaponds to the shape ctfthe wearer's

dynamic pad and method of the present invention are more heel and the calcaneous bone 4 (FIG. 4). Accordingly, the

fully described below, in relation to the illustrations pro- 45 imiCT bladder26 is positioned

vided in the accompanying drawings. the calcaneous bone 4(FKj. IX so as to absorb and dissipate

impart forces generated during the heel strike phase.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS ^^ WadtoM arouid and abuts me hmer

FIG. lisascheinatksideviewofteb bladder 2*, such Hut an anterior portion 3* of the outer

foot 50 bladder is fbrwardly adjacent to the inner bladder's anterior

FIG. 2 is apartially cut-away, bottom isometric view of a ^^^^^^^jfJ^^^Z
shoewimah^drodyn^ ^T Â^^T^JTT^^JaT^J^
fared embodimei*^ 34. and^J*^"<^^^

k.-*-** , - adjacent to the iimcr Madder's longitudinal ade portions 32.
FIG.3isaplanvtewofthehydrodyna^

53 y^n^ bladder 26 fa

FIG.4faacross-secticmalviewtf ^ a common bladder wall 42, such the Waoto waU defines

of FIG- 3 taken substantially along line 4-4 of FIG. 3 ^ outcr ^t^boy of the inner bladder and the inner

showing the outer bladder in an initial position.
periphery of the outer bladder. The plurality of fluid chao-

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken substantially along nels 27 are formed in the bladder wall 42 and extend

line S—5 ofFIG. 2, fflnstrating the correspondence between ^ between the inner and outer bladders 26 and 2& The fluid

the hydrodynamic pad and the heel of the foot, shown in h^™*!* 27 allow the fluid 29 contained in the inner and

phantom lines when the outer bladder is in an expanded outer bladders 26 and 28 to move between the inner and

position. outer bladders.When compressive impact forces are exerted

FIG. 6 is a top view ofan alternate preferred embodiment on the inner bladder 26 by the heel of the wearer during the

of the hydrodynamic pad of the present invention. 53 hed strike phase, the compression impact force causes the

FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view taken substantially along inner bladder to compress, thereby forcing a portion of the

fine 7_7 of FK. 6. fluid 29 from the inner bladder, through the fluid channels

03/07/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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27. and into the outer Madder 28. As a result, the impact The preferredembodiment ofthchydrodynaimcpad 10 is

fbicca during bed strita- ibt <HfffipM»f tt-wfry miirimfring constructedbyjoiningtogether upper aad lower layers ofthe

the farces transmitted to the wearer. elastic rxincture-resistant materialby hfat scaling techniques

The fluid 27 are shaped and sized to provide a so as to farm the inner and outer bladder 26 and 28, die

controlled and restricted flow of the fluid 29 between the s Madder wall 42, and the fluid channels 27 therein. As best

inner and outer bladders 26 and 28, respectively, so as to seen in FIG. 3. a filling port 48 is connected to the posterior

accommodate different impact farces resulting from differ- portion 38 of the outer bladder to allow the fluid 29 to be

ent weights of runners or different speeds of running. jnsfrtfd into the inner and outer bladders 26 and 28 during

Accordingly, the flow of the fluid 29 between the inner and manufacturing of the hydrodynamic pad It. After the

outer bladders 26 and 28 is regulated by the fluid channels
,0 fesmA mount of fluid is added to the inner and outer

27 and the force applied to the inner bladder. When force is bladders 26 and 28, the filling port 48 is permanently scaled

applied to the inner bladder 26 causing it to compress, fluid to prevent fluid leakage afterbeingii»ertedinto the midsolc.

flow from the inner bladder to the outer bladder 28 will
The hydrodynamicpad 1*ofthe preferredembodiment is

continue until either the force is removed, or pressure
musttatetl ^ a joooded teardrop or egg shape, and is

equimjriumbetween the inn« and outa w typ^y between about 30-40 irriffimeters along its broad-

or the fluid 46 is substantially emptied from me inner
eXtamsverse axis and between about 40-60 millimeters

bladder. along its longest longitudinal axis. The inner bladder 26 and
The inner and outer bladders 26 and 28 are constructed of

outer bladder 28 are between about 3-10 millimeters *•

resilient, elastic puncture-resistant material, which allows wbca mcy contain fa. fluid 29.

theiiilierNaddertomovefromani^
The hydrodynamic pad !• is filled with the fluid 29 to a

in FIG. 4. to a compressed position, illustrated in FIG. 5.
vo^ b^^abou, ^percent and about 90

wrienttecomr^veur^fcra^
percent ofthe capacity ofthe hydrodyiiamicpad. Preferably,

bladder duringmer^ strife phase.As tr^
rtatoid 29 is al^Centistote sffic^b^ftrid that fills

moves to me comriressed pc^tn)^ at least a pec^n of the
percent of the

fluid 29b forced out of the inn« bUdte, teough thefluM a ^Sric carJtyof^Wnarmcpad M-EhSs suitable

^^^^S^SSter^S use in^Ldyl^pTuZ^ any liquid or

J* gaseous substance. Examples ofother suitable fluids include
the outer bladder expands froman initialr^on fflustrated

^^dyecrin, aad^Twhich may be combined with
in FIG. 4, to an expanded P0^^0^"^^ ^£s wEncrease viscosity oTme fluid, such as, for

the wearer's heel, as the heel sinks downwardly and the
^rTjKcZ

inner bladder 26 compresses, as shown in FIG. 5. _4 . .

Acccfd^y.ttecotoMadder28 seats the In an alternate emboametf of^J^^"^^re^S movement ofthe heel relativeto the hydroflow itastrated in FIGS. « and 7, the lrydrodyramic padlO

pad 19 and the shoe 14, thereby stabilizing the heel, par- „ includes^oo^ladde^ spacedoutwardh^ from

ticulaity during the heel strike and the flat foot phases. M^ b^ ^*
When meouter bladder 28 is in the expanded condition, such that a space 54 K provided between toemner bladderma mc»» » »

. V1" „T 7 and the outer bladders. The inner bladder 52 has an anterior
the resilient elastic material farming the outer bladder is

ana ine » -
!>nt_;_,

biased toward the initial coodttcZsuch that the expanded ***»^ 8 I***™* porton 60 opposite

o^Uadder forces the return oTat least a pordbnrfme 40 I"*"- ^^^^f1 f^J^"03 **

ft^29from the outer bladder, through me And chancels between the anterior and posterior potions. The o^Had-

zTandZ£Z£Zb^2Twhea the compressive Ttf^J^^t^ mcTuSct2
force exerted on the inner bladder is reduced or removed. P°*ons

»»J* "fj^
^^^^^^ved^mTmSdS 45 Sotjhe^rfthel^fa
inner bladder 26 ts substantially removed, ana the tuna £9 '

7 . * „ . . ^ ..^ '
,

is forced i»wardly tf^Trhe fluid channel 27 and me U
.^^Z^fj^T

Madder 28 tnovesfromtte expand N*""* 58 are in the expanded condition,

initial condition. Simultaneously, the inner bladder 26 The interior areas of the inner bladder 52 and outer

moves from the compressed condition to me initial so bladders 50 are connected by a plurality of channels or

condition, men that the hydnrftwy r"«
%***t~*km~a conduits 62 that extend across the space 54 between the

is ready to absorb and dissipate impact forces during heel inner and outer bladders. The conduits 62 channel the fluid

strntewhik stabilizingthe wearer'sbed » from the inner bladder 52 to the outer bladders 58 when

relative to the shoe 14 compressive force is exerted on the inner bladder during

In the preferred eirAoairnentil^^ 55 h** strike such ItaMhe outer Madders expand to the

and outerladders 26 and 28, and the fluid channels 27 ate expandedcondmon.The conduits 62 are shapedand sued to

constructed of pcJvurethane to provide an elastic, puiicture- provide the restricted flow of the fluid » to the outer

puiiwsescfillustratioii.mctade dining heel strife^ Upon release of the conjressive force

coanpertious, acetate, acrylics, cellulosics, fluorocarbons, 60 tomthe nu«bladta52, »>ch as during heel lift «n the toe

DytoWlp^carbw.ates, polyethylene, polybutylenes, off '^T" St^T^ and force
^L5?

p^yprcs^nes. rwrystyrtneT or raster! The Castic, 29 t»ck through the co«!ttfts 62 and mto the tuner bladder

puncture>-resistant material has a thickness of between

rt7_n s miHifr"*"? tr>
fr*""'*'-

atfsnmt r^^ffmrf p"^- In a second altemate embodiment (not illustrated), the

tares. The thickness of the material can be greater or less 63 outer bladders 58 extend around the posterior portion 6» of

man 0-2-0.5 mOlimeters as needed for different designs to the inner bladder 52, and the outer Madden terminate

ensure puncture resistance of the hydrodynamic pad It. adjacent to each other rearward of die posterior portion.

03/07/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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Accordingly* the outer bladders $• are separate and the fluid

can not flow directly from one outer bladder into the other.

Id a third alternate embodiment (not illustrated), the two

outer bladders 50 are connected adjacent to the posterior

portion 66 of the inner bladder 52, such that fluid can flow

directly from one outer bladder into the other. In this third

embodiment, outer bladders 5# define a generally horseshoe

shape that is sized to seat and stabilize the heel ofthe wearer,

as discussed above.

In the illustrated embodiments, the inner bladders 26

(FIG. 3) and 52 (FIG. 6) have a generally tear-drop shape.

In other alternate embodiments, the inner bladder has dif-

ferent shapes, such as an oval or a triangular shape, the outer

bladder is positioned outward of the inner bladder so as to

seat at least the sides of the wearer's bed, and stabilize the

heel during the heel strike phase.

Although the present invention has been described in

terms of specific embodiments, changes and modifications

can be carried out without departing from die scope of the

invention, which is intended to be limited onty by the scope

of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A hydrodynamic pad for inserdoo into a shoe that is

adapted to receive a foot of a wearer, the foot having a heel,

comprising:

an inner bladder having an *nt«far portion, a posterior

portion, and side portions extending between said ante-

rior and posterior portions, said inner bladder being

compressible from an initial condition to a compressed

comditfAn ;

an outer bladder outwardly adjacent to said side portions

of said inner bladder, said outer bladder being expand-

able from a first condition to a second, nrpanded

condition* said outer bladder having a rounded rear

portion extending around said posterior portion of said

innw bladder; and having a rounded front portion

extending around the anterior portion of the inner

bladder, said rounded rear portion defining a first arc

having a first radius, and said rounded front portion

defining a second are having a second radius that is

smaller man the first radius, the outer bladder fully

seating the heel when said outer bladder is in said

second* expanded condition';

fluid ^Han^g extending between said inner bladder and

said outer bladder; and

fluid in said inner and outer bladders, said fluid being

movable between said innerand outer bladders through

said fluid channels, said fluid moving from said inner

bladder to said outer bladder and expanding said outer

bladder from said first condition to said second,

expanded condition when said inner bladder is com-

pressed from said initial condition to said compressed

condition.

2. The hydrodynamic pad of claim 1 wherein said outer

bladder extends around said anterior portion, said posterior

portion, and said side portions of said inner bladder.

3. The hydrodynamic pad of claim 1 wherein said inner

bladder and said outer bladder are separated by an interme-

diate bladder wall, and said fluid channels extend through

said intermediate bladder wall.

4. The hydrodynamic pad of daim 1 wherein said outer

bladder has a substantially teardrop shape with a rounded

rear portion adjacent to said posterior portion of said inner

bladder*

5. The hydrodynamic pad of daim 1 where said outer 63

bladder includes first and second bladder portions on oppo-

site sides of said inner bladder.

6. The hydrodynamic pad of daim 1 wherein said outer

bladder defines a continuous fluid path bladder extending

around said inner Madder

7. The hydrodyiiamic pad of claim 1 wherein said outer

bladder is radially outward of said inner bladder, and said

fluid channels extend radially outward from said inner

bladder to said outer bladder.

8. The hydrodyiiamic pad of daim 1 wherein said fluid

channels include a plurality of channels substantially dis-

tributed around said inner bladder.

9. The hydrodynamic pad of claim 1 wherein said inner

bladder is subjectable to a compression load exerted thereon,

and said inner bladder is movable from said initial condition

to said compressed condition when the compression load is

exerted on said inner bladder, said outer bladder is a resilient

member that is biased toward the first condition, the outer

bladder being sufBdentty resilient to force a portion of said

fluid through least one of said fluid rhanM-Js to said inner

bladder when said outer bladder is in said second, expanded

20 condition and said compression load is removed from said

inner Madder.

1*. The hydrodynamic pad of daim 1 wherein said fluid

is a viscous liquid and gas mixture filling said inner and

outer bladders.

11. A hydrodynamic pad for insertion in a midsole of a

shoe, comprising:

an inner bladder having an anterior portion, two longitu-

dinal side portions and a posterior portion;

an outer bladder positioned radially outwardly from the

longitudinal side portions, the aiiterior portion, and the

posterior portion of the inner bladder, and having a

configurationTumbling a teardrop with aroundedrear

portionhavinga firstradius and a roundedfront portion

having a second radius that is smaller than the first

radius;

means for channeling fluid between the inner bladder and

the outer bladder; and

a fluid contained within the hydrodyiiamic pad; wherein,

upon application of a compressive force to the inner

bladder, fluid is displaced from the inner bladder to the

outer bladder, expanding the outer Madder, arid causing

the outer bladder to seat the heel* the outer bladder

being capable of forcing the return of at least a rjortion

of the fluid to the inner bladder wttra at least a pcrtion

of the compressive force is removed from the inner

bladder.

12. The hydrodynamic pad of daim 11 wherein the outer

bladder abuts the inner bladder.

13. The hydrodynamic pad of claim 11 wherein die

rhantwiing means comprises a plurality of conduits posi-

tioned radially outwardly from at least the longitudinal side

portions of the inner bladder.

14 The hydrodynamic pad of claim 11 wherein thepad is

made of elastic, rxmcmre-resistant material,

15. A shoe cornprising:

an upper component adapted to receive a foot ofa wearer;

a mkbde cornponent adhered to at least a portion of the

upper component;

a hydrodynamicpad inserted in the mtdsolc, wherein the

hy&odypaimc pad comprises an inner bladder and an

outer bladder positioned radially outwardly from the

inner bladder, the outer bladder having a configuration

resembling a teardrop with a rounded rear portion

having a firstradius and a rouiided front portion having

a second radius that is smaller than the first radius, the

outer Myfc^ approximately confiding with a bottom

23

30

35

40

SO

55

€0
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9
periphery of a heel of a wearer with the rounded front

portion positioned to extend under the wearer's foot

forward ofcalcaneous bone in the wearer's heel, means

for channeling fluid between the inner bladder and the

outer bladder, and fluid contained within the hydrody- 3

auric pad, the fluid being capable of flowing out-

wardly from the inner bladder to the outer bladder

through the means for channeling fluid upon heel

impact generating a center of distribution radiating

from the inner bladder, and wherein the hydrodynamic 10

pad is positioned in the midsole in a manner whereby

the outer bladder seats the heel when the outer bladder

is expanded by the outward flow offluid resulting from

heel impact and wherein the outer bladderis capable of

forcing the return of at least a portion ofthe fluid to the 15

inner bladder when at least a portion of the force is

removed from the hydrodynamic pad; and

an outsole adhered to at least a portion of a bottom face

of the midsole,

16. The shoe of claim 15 wherein the outer bladder abuts 20

the inner bladder.

17. The shoe of claim 15 wherein the channeling means

comprises a plurality of conduits positioned radially out-

wardly from at least the longitudinal side portions of the

inner bladder, 25

18. The shoe of claim 15 wherein the hydrodynamic pad

is made of elastic, puncture-resistant material

19. A method of stabilizing a foot in a shoe while

rfjg&tpariag impact forces generated during heel strike, com-

prising:
30

providing a hydrodynamic pad under a heel of the foot,

the heel having a calcaneous bone therein, the hydro-

10
dynamic pad comprising an inner bladder having a

front portion, two side portions and a rear portion, a

substantially teardrop-shaped outer bladder positioned

outwardly around the inner bladder's front, side, and

rear portions, fluid channels extending between the

inner and outer bladders, and a fluid that is movable

between the inner and outer bladders through the fluid

nhannftlg, the inner bladder being positioned under the

calcaneous bone of the heel, and the outer bladder

being positioned approximately under the periphery of

the calcaneous bone;

impacting the hydrodynamic pad with the impact forces to

compress the inner bladder and forcing at least a

portion of the fluid outwardly through the fluid chan-

nels from the inner bladder into the outer bladder

thereby dissipating the impact forces transmitted to the

foot;

prpaiwting the outer bladder to receive said at least a

portion of the fluid and seating the calcaneous bone of

the toot in the outer bladder and stabilizing the foot in

the shoe when the outer bladder is expanded during

hed strike with the outer bladder extending substan-

tially fully around the bottom periphery of the heel;

removing the impact forces from the inner bladder after

the outer bladder has been expanded; and

contracting the outer bladder when the impact forces are

removed from the inner bladder and returning at least

a portion of the fluid through the fluid channels from

the outer bladder to the inner bladder.
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